Experimental measurements and numerical modeling of dynamic compression response of an interpenetrating phase composite foam
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A B S T R A C T

A 3D interpenetrating phase composite (IPC) foam made by infusing syntactic foam (SF) into an open-cell aluminum scaffold is studied under high-strain rate conditions. The SF is prepared by dispersing hollow glass microballoons into an epoxy matrix. Dynamic compression characteristics, including strength and failure progression of pure SF and IPC foam made of four different volume fractions of microballoons in SF measured using a split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) apparatus are reported. The results show that in general IPC foams outperform SF in terms of compressive strength. An idealized 3D elasto-plastic unit-cell based finite element (FE) model is proposed for studying the IPC foam. The 3D geometry of the aluminum constituent in the cubic unit-cell is modeled as a tetrakaidecahedron, whereas the SF constituent is modeled as the occupant of the rest of the unit-cell. The computational model incorporates infinite elements to represent the far-field regions surrounding the unit-cell. Comparisons of computational and experimental results for different microballoon volume fractions of SF are reported.

© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Recent advances in commercial and defense automotives, as well as aerospace and marine construction, require innovative lightweight materials that are stiff and tough structures capable of absorbing impact energy. This concurrence of material properties cannot be formulated into a single material system easily. Interestingly, some naturally occurring materials such as bone and nacre exhibit this feature. Such materials have a 3D interpenetrating microstructure, often made up of two or more biological phases resulting in the enhancement of the overall structural properties. Artificial multi-phase composites having a 3D interpenetrating structure are often referred to as interpenetrating phase composites (IPC) (Clarke, 1992). In general, IPCs are composite materials in which each constituent forms a continuous 3D network within the material volume. Thus, each phase in its standalone state can be imagined to have an open-cellular microstructure. Even though IPCs are heterogeneous on a micro/meso scale, the macro scale response is often isotropic. Each phase offers its own unique property to the IPC as a whole. For example, one phase might offer good toughness and thermal conductivity, while the other might enhance stiffness and dielectric properties. That is, each phase of an IPC contributes its unique property to the overall structural response synergistically. This co-existence of desirable properties without significant directional dependency or distinct weak planes (as opposed to conventional layered composites) make IPC attractive for structural applications.

Material processing details and experimental measurements on one such IPC made of two phases – syntactic foam (SF) and aluminum foam has been presented by the authors under static and dynamic loading conditions in an earlier paper (Periasamy et al., 2010). In the current work, the dynamic compression responses of SF and IPC foam along with finite element modeling of IPC foam are presented. The finite element model is based on a unit-cell approach. That is, a repeating cubic volume element of IPC foam consisting of a single aluminum open-cell and a SF region penetrating the aluminum scaffold within the cubic volume. The geometric and finite element modeling aspects of the unit-cell IPC are discussed in this paper. Infinite elements are used in the model to discretize the far field regions surrounding the unit-cell. A brief background on these infinite elements, the implementation issues and calibration work are also presented for completeness. Subsequently, results from finite element analysis of IPC foam and their comparison with experimental are presented.

2. Experimental details

2.1. Sample preparation

The constituents used for preparing SF were a low viscosity epoxy (Epo-Thin™ from Beuhler, Inc. USA, mass density of the resin ~1100 kg/m³) and hollow glass microballoons (KTM
microballoons from 3 M Corp., bulk density 125 kg/m³) of average diameter ∼60 μm and wall thickness ∼0.6 μm. SF samples were prepared by mixing the desired quantity of microballoons into epoxy resin. The uncured syntactic foam was vacuumed (at approximately −75 kPa gage pressure) to remove any trapped air bubbles, then transferred into a silicone rubber mold (Fig. 1). The mixture was then allowed to cure in the mold for at least seven days before being removed and machined to size as shown in Fig. 2.

The metal foam used in the IPC was an open-cell Duocel® aluminum (Al 6101-T6) preform (ERG Aerospace Corp., USA) with a pore density of 40 pores per inch (∼8% relative density). The metal foam was degreased with acetone and then coated with silane, γ-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (H₂NC₂H₄NHC₃H₆Si(OCH₃)₃), to enhance wetting and hence the bond strength between aluminum ligaments and syntactic foam. To prepare the IPC foam, the degassed, uncured SF was prepared as described earlier. Then, the silane coated aluminum foam was slowly lowered into the mold (as shown in Fig. 1(b)) containing uncured syntactic foam so that the syntactic foam filled the open-pores of the aluminum network. Although gelling of SF occurs within a few hours, the cast was allowed to slowly cure for at least seven days. The cured cast was then removed from the mold and cut into small cylindrical samples (Fig. 2) whose flat ends were finished using a milling machine.

### 2.2. Sample dimensions

The sample dimensions were determined based on a previous work by Gibson (2000). Gibson has analyzed the cell size effects in open-cell foams and proposed a specimen thickness (length) to cell size ratio (t/d) of 8 or above, so that the specimen represents the bulk. By size effects, Gibson means the effect of cell size on the measured material properties when the macroscopic sample dimensions are of the order of the cell size. The aluminum foam used in this work has a pore density of 40 pores per inch with 22–26 cells per inch. Therefore, it can be assumed that there are approximately 24 cells per inch on an average (Fig. 3(a) shows the relative sizes of pores and cells). Thus, the individual cell size is approximately 1.06 mm (0.042 in.). A t/d ratio of 9 was chosen for the SHPB tests. Accordingly, the samples used in the dynamic testing were machined to have a length of 9.5 mm (0.375 in.) and a diameter of 12.7 mm (0.5 in.) as shown in Fig. 3(b).

From the dimensions shown in Fig. 3(b), the thickness (t) to diameter (D) ratio (or, slenderess ratio S₀) is 0.75. This S₀ was chosen with reference to the work published by Malinowski and Klepaczko (1986) in which they suggest an optimum S₀ for use in SHPB tests for different material categories based on the axial inertia and interfacial friction of the sample material. According to their work, samples made of low flow stress materials (gold and uranium) should have 0.1 ≤ S₀ ≤ 0.5. For samples made of moderate density metals such as aluminum and copper they suggest an optimum S₀ range of 0.5–1.0 and for hard materials (high strength steels), an optimum S₀ range of 1.0–1.5. The IPC foam used in this work consists of aluminum and SF, which are made of moderately dense and brittle, but not hard materials. The combined effect the two materials suggests a S₀ in the 0.5–1.0 range for the SHPB test samples. Four different types of SF and IPC foam samples were prepared by using different volume fractions (Vf = 10%, 20%, 30% and 40%) of microballoons in epoxy. Accordingly, the different samples were labeled in a self explanatory fashion as SF-10, SF-20, SF-30, SF-40, IPC-10, IPC-20, IPC-30 and IPC-40.

### 3. Experimental results

SF and IPC foam samples with 10%, 20%, 30% and 40% microballoon volume fractions were tested at a strain rate of ∼1500 per second using a split Hopkinson pressure bar apparatus. At least four specimens were tested for each volume fraction. Details on calibration, strain rate measurement and stress equilibrium issues...
about the SHPB experiments have been previously presented by Periasamy et al. (2010). The maximum strain attained by a sample depends on the time period of the incident stress wave. This in turn depends on the length of the striker used (Meyers, 1994). Several striker lengths, 203 mm (8 in.)–406 mm (16 in.), were considered in this work. In view of a relatively large strain expected for the sample to fail, the longest feasible striker length was considered. The incident stress pulse generated by the 406 mm long striker (impact velocity \( \sim 15 \) m/s) had a total time period of \( \sim 200 \) ms with constant strain lasting over 100 \( \mu \)s (Fig. 4). The maximum true strain experienced by the sample for this pulse was a little over 22\%. So, conservatively, all analyses were based on a maximum specimen true strain value of 22\% and the stress–strain data once the stress pulse started dropping off was not considered in the analyses.

### 3.1. Syntactic foam response

The dynamic true stress–true strain responses of SF with four different volume fractions of microballoons obtained using a 406 mm striker at a strain rate of \( \sim 1500 \) per second are shown in Fig. 5. The measured response of syntactic foam has two distinct regions. An initial elastic response is followed by a monotonically decreasing stress region with increasing strain. The compressive strengths of the samples decrease with increasing microballoon volume fraction. The compressive strengths\(^1\) of the 10\%, 20\%, 30\% and 40\% volume fraction samples were approximately 104 \( \pm \) 4 MPa, 80 \( \pm \) 3 MPa, 62 \( \pm \) 5 MPa and 50 \( \pm \) 3 MPa, respectively. The relative drop in the compressive strengths for every 10\% increase in the microballoon volume fraction is \( \sim 20\% \). After yielding, the stresses for SF with lower \( V_f \) of microballoons remain consistently higher than that for SF with higher \( V_f \). The difference between the post-yield stress values in samples with different volume fractions is approximately constant at all strains (within the observation window).

### 3.2. IPC foam response

The IPC samples of four microballoon volume fractions viz. 10\% (IPC-10), 20\% (IPC-20), 30\% (IPC-30) and 40\% (IPC-40) were tested and the results are shown in Fig. 6. The dynamic compression response of IPC foams followed trends similar to that of the corresponding syntactic foams. The response shows a linear region in the beginning, followed by a modest nonlinear response until a maximum stress is reached. Subsequently a monotonic reduction of stress with increasing strain is seen in the observation window up to \( \sim 22\% \) true strain. As in the case of SF samples, the yield strengths of IPC foam samples decrease with increasing volume fraction of microballoons. In the order of increasing microballoon \( V_f \), the compressive strengths are approximately 120 \( \pm \) 4 MPa, 100 \( \pm \) 5 MPa, 79 \( \pm \) 6 MPa and 58 \( \pm \) 3 MPa. The percentage decrease in the compressive strength for the IPC-20 with respect to that of IPC-10 is 16\%, and that of IPC-30 with respect to that of IPC-20 is 21\%. The

---

\(^{1}\) The yield stress was estimated to be the value between the start of non-linearity and the peak value.
Effect of microballoon volume fraction on dynamic stress–strain response of IPC foam samples (strain rate $\sim 1500 \text{s}^{-1}$).

IPC-40 has a 26% reduction in compressive strength with respect to IPC-30.

In both SF and IPC, the observed decrease in strength with increasing microballoon volume fraction is attributed to the increased void volume fraction within the SF. This results in a favorable condition for more number of internal cracks to originate from the voids. This in turn leads to lower strength at higher microballoon volume fraction in SF. Detailed measurements and micrographic analysis of failed SF and IPC have been documented in an earlier work (Periasamy et al., 2010).

4. Finite element modeling

The enhanced dynamic compression response of IPC foam samples and its complex 3D geometry were motivations to analyze it using finite element method. For this purpose, a 3D model of IPC foam with SF and aluminum domains had to be developed. In the actual IPC foam, the aluminum cells are randomly shaped and oriented in the 3D space. Numerical simulation of a full scale 3D representation of IPC foam using nonlinear transient analysis will require tremendous computational effort. Therefore, an idealized unit-cell model of the IPC foam was used for the geometric model which considerably reduced the computational requirements.

4.1. Geometric modeling

In a previous study on the compressive response of unfilled open-cell foams, Gong et al. (2005) have reported that the number of sides of a cell range from 9 to 17, the average being 14 (see, insert in Fig. 1(b)). Accordingly, they chose a 14 sided polyhedron (tetrakaidecahedron) (Thomson, 2008) called a Kelvin cell to idealize a single cell of the open-cell foam. In the current work, the same Kelvin cell geometry was adopted for the unit-cell model of the aluminum open-cell foam. The polyhedron consists of six squares and eight hexagons, with all the edges/ligaments having the same length $l$, as shown in Fig. 7. Duocel® foam is known to show modest anisotropy in the rise and transverse directions (Gong et al., 2005). In this work, the aluminum cells are filled with SF that dominates the overall response of the IPC foam and hence geometric and mechanical anisotropy is not considered for simplicity of analysis. The height, $h$ of the Kelvin cell is $h = 2\sqrt{2}l$. The unit-cell thus modeled could be viewed as a repeating volume element in 3D space as depicted by the 3D array of cells shown in Fig. 7.

The 3D geometry of the unit-cell IPC foam was constructed using Solid Edge™. The length and cross section of the aluminum ligaments in the model foam were proportionately chosen so that the volume fraction of aluminum in the model matches the volume fraction (8% as reported by the manufacturer) of aluminum in the actual test sample. The ligament cross section was approximated as an equilateral triangle. In reality however, the cross sections along the actual ligaments are thinner at the mid-span and thicker at the vertices of the polyhedron. Considering the complexity of modeling of such geometry, the ligaments were idealized as having a constant cross sectional dimension. The region not occupied by aluminum was discretized and “filled” with the SF material. Thus, the overall shape of the final unit-cell IPC foam model is a hexahedron.

4.2. Material properties

The geometric model was imported into ABAQUS for finite element analysis. The dynamic compressive stress–strain response of SF measured using the SHPB was used as the material property input for the SF region of the model in the finite element analysis. The elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio and mass density of the different volume fraction SF that were used in the finite element analysis are shown in Table 1. The aluminum ligaments were assigned a bilinear stress–strain property corresponding to Al 6101 based on Alcoa Inc. datasheet. The properties of aluminum used in the analysis are shown in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Elastic modulus (MPa)</th>
<th>Poisson ratio</th>
<th>Density (kg/m$^3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum 6101</td>
<td>69,600 ± 700</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>2700 ± 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-10</td>
<td>5122 ± 160</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>995 ± 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-20</td>
<td>4529 ± 95</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>796 ± 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-40</td>
<td>3835 ± 115</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>696 ± 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assumptions for the plastic material behavior of aluminum and SF include homogeneous, rate independent plastic strain, isotropic hardening and yielding based on von-Mises stresses. The flow rule...
associated with the von-Mises yield criterion is (Mendelson, 1983),

\[ d\varepsilon_{ij}^P = \frac{3}{2\sigma_e} d\varepsilon_p, \]

where \( \varepsilon_{ij}^P \) and \( \varepsilon_p \) are the plastic strain components and effective plastic strain, respectively, and \( S_{ij} \) and \( \sigma_e \) are the deviatoric stress components and effective stress, respectively.

### 4.3. Computational details

In order to model the dynamic behavior of the IPC foam, a 3D transient elasto-plastic analysis is necessary. However, due to the complexity of the geometry and the size of the resulting discretized model, an achievable goal of simulating a unit-cell situated deep in the bulk is attempted instead of a full-scale model. By doing this, certain approximations occur implicitly. The unit-cell model by itself has exposed faces, and does not represent a cell within the material volume. This is because in a dynamically loaded sample most of the stress waves travel through the entire length of the sample before partly reflecting at the sample boundaries. In reality, there will be transmission and reflection of stress waves at every material discontinuity/interface (between SF and aluminum). Considering this, a better model to analyze would be the one that has an array of unit-cells which repeat periodically in a 3D space. In other words, the number and arrangement of cells would be closer to the actual test sample. This however, demands very high computational resources. Therefore, the analysis in this work is restricted to a unit-cell model and the criteria for verifying the results from the FE model against the experimental results is restricted to only the measured stress–strain response. To prevent the stress waves from reflecting at the unit-cell boundaries, infinite elements (Betess, 1977) were used. A layer of infinite elements that functionally simulate a large material volume encapsulating the unit-cell was modeled. In other words, the layer represents the far field surrounding the unit-cell. Due to this, the details of the intercellular transients are muted, yet the overall stress–strain response of the cell can be captured.

The 3D unit-cell IPC model was discretized using four node linear tetrahedrons. To check for the appropriateness of the mesh refinement, models meshed with elements having different edge lengths were studied for convergence. Based on the outcome, a mesh model with elements having an approximate element length of \((2/15)l\) where \(l\) is the ligament length, was selected.

#### 4.3.1. Infinite elements

The infinite elements are used in situations where the region of interest is very small compared to the region surrounding it. One of the earliest and important work on infinite elements was carried out by Betess (1977). Since its introduction, infinite elements have been developed and used by several researchers. For example, Haggblad and Nordgren (1987) used infinite elements to model the far field regions to study a nonlinear soil-structure interaction effect. Viladkar et al. (1991) also used infinite elements coupled with finite elements to idealize and study interactions between the far field soil regions and frame structures. Two types of infinite elements were developed and used by Park et al. (1991) to analyze the hydrodynamic forces on offshore structures. One type was used to model radiation in the fluid at infinity and the other type used to model the fictitious bottom boundary of a deep body of water. Later, Zhao and Valliappan (1993) developed a 3D dynamic infinite element. A detailed description of one type of dynamic 3D infinite element formulation can be found in a recent monograph by Zhao (2009).

The relevant aspects of the element formulation are as follows in reference to a schematic of the 3D infinite element provided in Fig. 8. The derivation of the 3D dynamic infinite element is based on harmonic wave loading and hysteretic damping of the same. Arbitrary waves can be achieved by superposing several harmonic waves. The general governing equation of the 3D dynamic infinite element is,

\[ -\omega^2[M]\{\Delta\} + (1 + i\nu_d)[K]\{\Delta\} = \{F_d\}, \]

where \( \omega \) is the circular frequency of a harmonic wave, \( [M] \) and \( [K] \) are the global mass and stiffness matrices respectively, \( \{\Delta\} \) is the unknown nodal displacement vector and \( \{F_d\} \) is the amplitude vector of the applied harmonic load. The difference between an ordinary 3D dynamic finite element and a 3D dynamic infinite element is in their shape function matrix, \([N]\). For the infinite element, it is given by,

\[
N_q = P_q(\xi) \begin{cases} 1 - \eta(1 + \zeta) & (q = 1, 5, 9), \\ 1 - \eta(1 - \zeta) & (q = 2, 6, 10), \\ 1 - \eta(1 - \zeta) & (q = 3, 7, 11), \\ 1 - \eta(1 + \zeta) & (q = 4, 8, 12), \end{cases}
\]

where \( P_q(\xi) \) is the wave propagation function, \( q = 1, 2, \ldots, 12 \) represents the 12 nodes of the infinite element in Fig. 8 and \( \eta, \zeta \) are the Cartesian element coordinates. The general form of \( P_q(\xi) \) is given by,

\[ P_q(\xi) = \exp(-\alpha\xi) \sum_{n=1}^{3} c_n \exp(-i\beta_n\xi) \]

In the above equation, \( \alpha \) is the nominal decay coefficient which accounts for the wave damping due to energy dissipation and geometrical divergence of the infinite element. \( \beta_n \) are the nominal R-, S- and P-wave numbers and \( c_n \) are the three constants determined by equating the displacement fields of the infinite element and the infinite medium. In the present work, this wave propagation function, \( P_q(\xi) \) accounts for the incident wave decay rather than wave reflection after the wave reaches the unit-cell boundary. It is this functionality of the 3D infinite element that enables one to computationally simulate far field regions surrounding the material volume of interest.

In the current work, ABAQUS/explicit was used for performing finite element simulation of the IPC foam unit-cell. As infinite elements are associated with the far field regions, their behavior...
is assumed to be linear and the material response isotropic. The particular infinite element used in this analysis is a 3D, 8 node, one-way infinite brick. Here, “One-way” implies that the infinite elements transmit any stress wave incident on them to a hypothetically infinite distance in one direction and prevent any reflection of stress waves at the boundary of the unit-cell. Further, those infinite elements adjacent to aluminum were assigned the properties of aluminum, and those that are adjacent to SF were assigned the SF properties as seen in Fig. 9. Even though all the sides of the IPC foam have infinite element layers, for the purpose of clarity, the infinite element layer on only one side is shown.

4.4. Boundary conditions

The velocity pulse derived from the measured strain history in the incident bar of the SHPB was imposed for 250 μs on the front face of the unit-cell. Here, the front face of the unit-cell is the boundary between the unit-cell IPC foam and the infinite element layer. The time period of 250 μs was chosen as it is the approximate duration for which the actual test samples were loaded in the SHPB experiments described earlier (Fig. 4).

4.5. Numerical results

The average true stress and average true strain histories of all the elements (aluminum and SF) on the face of the cell directly opposite to the loading face were obtained. From this data, the true stress–strain response of the unit-cell was plotted. The same procedure was followed for all the numerical IPC foam models corresponding to 10%, 20%, 30% and 40% microballoon volume fractions in SF, and the results are shown in Fig. 10 for 20% and 30% cases. Also plotted are the experimental measurements (solid line) obtained from SHPB tests on IPC foams. The agreement between the two is generally good. The minor differences between the experimental results and the simulations are attributed to (a) in the actual specimens micro cracking occurs whereas the numerical model used does not allow any debonding to occur at material interfaces, (b) the material property of aluminum used in the model corresponds to the quasi-static compressive response (this assumption was used considering the fact that aluminum is relatively strain rate independent (Deshpande and Fleck, 2000)) and (c) The infinite elements transmit all the stress waves that are incident on them. In reality, however, there will be stress wave reflections back into the sample at the sample/transmitter bar interface within the duration of 250 μs.

From the finite element analysis, the von-Mises stresses and the equivalent plastic strains were obtained for the unit-cell. From the stress contour plots (Fig. 11), it can be seen that the aluminum ligaments experience the maximum stress, approximately 200 MPa, equal to the yield stress of aluminum. The maximum stress attained by the SF, however, is approximately 70 MPa, which is close to the yield stress of SF-30 obtained from the experiments. From the figures, it is also evident that stress concentrations are present in the vicinity of the ligament intersections. Micrographic inspection of
deformed IPC foam presented by Periasamy et al. (2010) indeed shows debonding between aluminum and SF in the vicinity of a ligament intersection which supports the stress concentration effects observed in the simulation.

The contour plots of the equivalent plastic strain are also shown in Fig. 11. Evidently, the SF region has experienced larger plastic strains compared to aluminum. A more interesting observation from the figures is that the locations of localized maximum plastic strain are not too close to the ligament vertices. This suggests that very close to the vertices, the stiffer aluminum restrains the adjacent SF from deforming as much as the SF regions that are further away.

5. Conclusions

The dynamic compression responses of IPC foams made of SF with 10–40% $V_f$ of hollow glass microballoons were studied at strain rates of $\sim 1500/s$. The responses of IPC foams were evaluated relative to their SF counterparts. Micrographs of deformed SF and IPC samples were used to explain the underlying failure mechanisms. A unit-cell based finite element model of an IPC was developed using a Kelvin cell representation of aluminum ligaments of the open-cell scaffold. Experimental stress–strain measurements were used as the material property inputs for the SF region in the finite element IPC model. The aluminum ligaments were assumed to have a
bilinear stress–strain behavior with negligible strain rate dependence. Infinite elements were used to model the external surface boundary of the unit-cell to idealize its presence within a large volume of the material. Computational and experimental dynamic compressive stress–strain responses of IPC foam were successfully compared. This numerical model for IPC has the potential to be used as a tool to experiment with new IPCs made of materials other than SF and aluminum. That is, high strain rate performance can be estimated and optimized computationally prior to processing and testing of an IPC.
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Appendix A.
First the usage of infinite elements in numerical simulation of the IPC foam was verified. A hypothetical bi-material sample (Fig. A1) was modeled and analyzed for its dynamic compression response using two different finite element based approaches (Fig. A2): (a) using infinite elements and (b) using a long transmitter bar analogous to the long bar in the SHPB experimental set up at one of the sample ends.

The input on the other end in both cases was the measured velocity history obtained from the strain measurements on the incident bar in the SHPB set up used to characterize the IPC foam samples. The hypothetical material model was assumed to be cylindrical with a 9.5 mm diameter SF-30 core and a 1.6 mm thick outer layer of neat epoxy such that the overall diameter was 12.7 mm.

The length of the sample was 9.5 mm. The measured stress–strain response of neat epoxy from SHPB experiment at a strain rate of 1200 s$^{-1}$ is shown in Fig. A3(a). The model was discretized using eight node linear hexahedron elements that had a minimum edge length of 0.5 mm. The average stress and strain histories in the (a) sample/infinite element layer and (b) sample/bar interface were obtained for the two cases, respectively. The dynamic stress–strain responses from the two simulations are shown in Fig. A3(b). The two results overlay on top of each other, thus

![Fig. A1. The bimaterial composite sample geometry used for validating the usage of infinite elements.](image1)

![Fig. A2. Finite element model using (a) infinite element layer and (b) long aluminum bar; loading is along the x-direction.](image2)

![Fig. A3. (a) Dynamic compression response of neat epoxy at a strain rate of 1200 s$^{-1}$, (b) verification of appropriateness of the implementation of infinite elements by means of simulating a hypothetical bi-material sample.](image3)
validating the use of infinite elements for modeling the IPC foam behavior.
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